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It’s been around from the beginning, but
the cause has become more worrisome
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Q&A
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Debt is asAmerican as barbeque ribs and corn whiskey. The nation was born in debt.

At the end of the RevolutionaryWar both the Continental Congress and the former

colonies owed huge debts to soldiers, to suppliers of horses, food, and ammunition,

and to France, among others. The northern andmiddle states owedmore than the

southern,but in a deal ably negotiated byAlexander Hamilton in 1790, all of the debt

was rolled into a single federal obligation. That was a break for the northerners.

In exchange, the national capital was to bemoved in time fromNewYork to a spot

closer to southern comfort, a swatch of land just across the Potomac River from

Virginia. Throughmost of U.S.history and for reasons easy to understand, the debt

rose during times of war and subsided afterward. The debt actually fell to zero for a

time in the 1830s, and in the half century following the CivilWar, the federal govern-

mentmanaged to run surpluses in 36 years. The colossal strains ofWorldWar II

pushed the debt to an extraordinary level. But in recent decades, a fundamental

change has taken place. War is no longer the only force driving the national debt.

Social programs now pile up huge expenses as well. Unlike wars,programs like Social

Security andMedicare do not include an“exit strategy.” Howworried should we be?
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Q
What’s the difference between deficit and debt?

A
The deficit is the shortfall during a single year between
what the government spends and what it takes in
through taxes and other receipts. Those other receipts
are relatively small, but they include things like duties
on some imported goods, the sale of government
property, and the fees the government charges ranchers
to graze their cattle on the expansive tracts of land the
federal government owns in theWest. Almost always
the government spendsmoremoney than it takes in.
For example, in the 65 years from the end ofWorldWar

II until 2010 the government ran a surplus in only 12
years. The accumulation of all the deficits over the
years,minus the occasional surpluses, is the national
debt,which in late 2011 was almost $11 trillion and
growing. (Some of those who worry about the
national debt use a figure that is several trillion dollars
higher than that, but they includemoney the federal
government owes itself. For example, the Treasury
borrowsmoney from the Social Security Trust Fund,
which currently runs a surplus, to pay other bills.)
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Q
How can the U.S. spendmore money than it takes in?

A
Simple. It does what individuals and companies and all kinds of organizations
do: It borrows. It sells federal government notes, bills, and bonds,many to U.S.
banks and insurance companies and other investors,but increasingly to foreign
investors as well. The Chinese government, for example, recently owned $1.2
trillion of debt issued by the U.S.Treasury.
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Q
Should the government ever borrow?

A
Generally, economists and policymakers make the
case that government should be savingmoney and
paying down debt when the economy is booming and
pulling in a lot of tax revenues. But borrowing isn’t
always bad, especially if the government is borrowing
to build highways and bridges and schools and similar
infrastructure projects. By increasing the capacity of
the infrastructure those projects will promote economic
growth. In a similar way it oftenmakes sense for us as
individuals to borrow to get advanced academic de-
grees that will increase our incomes and future well-
being. The other circumstance in which there is a

legitimate case for government borrowing is during a
recession. Tax receipts automatically fall in a recession,
and we certainly don’t want to raise tax rates or cut
government spending just as a recession begins. The
government sometimes borrows and then spends the
loan in a deliberate effort to stimulate the economy. If
it works, that kind of borrowing will help the economy
recovermore quickly. Economists are by and large
skeptical, however, that such borrowing and spending
is necessarily effective in all circumstances, as we talked
about in Chapter 3.

Q&A
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Q
When is borrowing wrong?

A
Borrowing has very serious downsides. When the
government goes into themarketplace to borrow
money, it sometimes competes for that money with
private borrowers, both individuals and corporations.
The rule of supply and demand kicks in again, and
interest rates rise. The higher rates discourage corpora-
tions from borrowing and investing in new businesses,
from cereals to cell phones, that would create more jobs.
The other bad effect is that an increase in government
borrowing—at ever higher interest rates because of the
competition—pushes up the amount of the federal
budget that goes to paying interest to the lenders, do-

mestic and foreign alike. More than 5% of the federal
budget is now earmarked for paying interest on the
debt. And here’s a problemwith borrowing that is not
immediately obvious. When interest rates rise in the
U.S., foreigners buy dollars to invest in U.S. bonds and
other holdings that pay those high rates.Demand
sends the value of the dollar up,which sounds great at
first as goods and services made abroad will be less ex-
pensive for us. But it will mean that U.S.products will
bemore expensive for foreigners, because it will cost
themmore euros or yen to buy them.SoU.S. exports
will fall and imports will climb.
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Q
Howmuch debt is too much?

A
Instead of thinking of it in terms of dollars,many
economists say it is more useful to think of debt as
a percentage of GDP. The two numbers—debt and
GDP—are not directly dependent on each other, but
their relative size is a handy way of thinking about debt.
A debt of $11 trillion sounds like a lot of money—and
it is—but it’s only slightly more than 70% of our cur-
rent GDP, amuch lower debt rate than that of other

industrial nations. (Greece’s debt in themidst of a debt
crisis has run to 150% of its GDP.)Most economists
believe that the current amount of U.S.debt is tolerable.
If GDP grows at a faster rate than the debt, no problem.
What worries economists is that debt is going to grow
faster than GDP, accelerating as Social Security and
Medicare payments to an aging population grow bigger
and bigger.
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Q
How long can the U.S. get away with this?

A
Impossible to say. Investors keep sendingmoney toWashington because the U.S.
economy is the world’s biggest by far, and its government is not likely to crumble and
refuse to pay its debts. But will that confidence continue forever? It was severely
shaken in the summer of 2011 whenDemocrats and Republicans in Congress grid-
locked on whether to raise the debt ceiling, the amount the federal government is
allowed to borrow. Without additional borrowing, the government would not have
been able to pay some of its bills including,perhaps, interest payments on its debt.
Although the gridlock was ultimately broken and the ceiling raised, at some point
lenders may lose their faith that the U.S. canmake its interest payments. Borrowing
could stop. U.S. taxes could soar, or services could plummet. Or both.
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